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Abstract 
The domain configurations and piezoelectric coefficient of ferroelectric materials such as PZT 
and PMN-PT thin films can have a significant effect on the optimization of future electronic 
devices. Piezo Force Microscopy (PFM) is an ideal tool based on Atomic Force Microscopy that 
allows unique investigations of such nanoscale effects, and can further be implemented to 
monitor domain switching dynamics.  
Utilizing PFM, the domain orientations as well as switching dynamics can be tracked in-situ. As 
the lateral dimension plays an important role in ferroelectric properties since it influences in-
plane strain, both normal and lateral domain orientations are uniquely mapped simultaneously. 
Leveraging a new method for fabricating ferroelectric mesas down to the nanoscale, coercive 
fields and switching kinetics have thereby been investigated for continuous strained films as well 
as geometrically strain-relieved samples. A piezoelectric enhancement at edges of engineered 
nano islands is directly observed, while switching activation energies have been calculated and 
related to the strain-relief behavior. 
Piezoelectric coefficients in the surface normal direction were precisely measured on 2 µm, 1 
µm and 0.75 µm wide PMN-PT microfabricated structures. These revealed piezoelectric 
enhancements up to 500 nm from feature edges for 2 µm or wider structures, and an increasing 
overall enhancement throughout smaller 1 µm and 0.75 µm structures as the strain relief  
Linghan Ye – University of Connecticut, 2016 
becomes more complete. These results are corroborated by X-RAY diffraction and dielectric 
measurements from collaborators.  
The enhancement of dielectric and piezoelectric properties for geometrically strain relieved 
structures should furthermore be applicable to in-plane piezoactuation. Accordingly, lateral 
piezoactuation for PMN-PT microstructures is recorded for 4 µm and 2 µm features revealing 
direction-dependent edge enhancement as hypothesized. Such insights are crucial for 
ferroelectric strain engineering efforts, the development of new device mechanisms, and their 
ultimate performance. 
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Chapter 1 Background 
1.1 Ferroelectricity 
Ferroelectrics are essential materials in a wide range of applications, including nonvolatile 
memories, various sensors and actuators [1-4]. Ferroelectricity is a property of certain materials 
possessing a spontaneous polarization that can be reversed by the application of an external 
electric field[5]. The study of ferroelectric thin films started when non-volatile RAM raised 
interest in late 1960s. The ferroelectric hysteresis loop of polarization versus electric field can be 
leveraged for data storage in Figure 1.1. Hence FeRAM is a promising device in the future 
because of power-efficiency and high writing speed compared to flash memories[6-8].  
 
Figure 1.1 Typical ferroelctric polarization hysteresis loop[9]. 
The crystal system can be divided into 32 crystal classes as 20 of them are asymmetric and 
exhibit piezoelectricity with center ion slightly displaced upon forces. At room temperature, 
Ferroeletric materials have multiple polarized orientations at zero electric field; Above the Curie 
temperature Tc, they switch to a phase with the highest symmetries and no spontaneous 
polarization[10]. For example, a lot of materials such as Lead Zirconate Titanate (PZT) exhibit 
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ferroelectric property in z axis; and Barium Titanate can be ferroelectric in two or more 
directions[11]. 
Here we focus on perovskites structure ABO3, where A and B are usually metals with the oxygen 
in the face centers[12]. The center ion is slightly displaced from the center of the unit cell during 
the ferroelectric state. This further generates a dipole moment causing the lattice expanded or 
compressed by external electric field shown in Figure 1.2. 
 
Figure 1.2. PZT crystal structure with ion displaced by electric field[13].  
In response to a mechanical stress, piezoelectric materials can also accumulate charges during 
the electromechanical process. An applied DC field E causes an enhanced locally acting field E’ 
by the polarization P it creates[14]: 
E’=E + 𝝎
𝑷
𝜺𝟎
;          (1) 
where 𝜔=
1
3
, the Lorentz factor; ε is the permittivity and E is the electric field. The polarization P 
is measured by the electric susceptibility 𝜒, which represents the ability of a material to polarize 
in response to the field. Microscopically this is caused by the polarizability 𝛼 of N molecular 
entities per unit volume under the influence of E’: 
P= 𝝌𝜺𝟎E=N𝜶𝑬′;       (2) 
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1.2 AFM 
Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) is a microscopy utilizing a probe to scan on the sample surface 
with spatial resolution at nanoscale[15-17]. When the tip is scanning the surface, deflection force 
can be generated which is measured using a laser spot reflected into segmented photodiodes. By 
recording these signals while scanning, images of the topography and other detected properties 
can be formed. The primary modes of operation for AFM are Contact mode and AC mode. 
1.2.1 Contact Mode 
In contact mode, AFM tip is in contact with the sample surface and maintains a constant 
deflection shown in Figure 1.3. This is achieved with a feedback loop by extending or 
contracting the Z piezo scanner to maintain the deflection set point. The height change in Z axis 
thus defines topography[18]. When the stiffness of the cantilever is smaller than the surface, 
essentially always the case for semiconducting materials as investigated in this work, the tip 
bends proportional to any changes in surface height. Contact mode operation enables high 
scanning speeds, especially useful for friction imaging and studying ferroelectric dynamics. A 
critical limit is that the lateral forces applied may distort soft samples such as polymers, leading 
to permanent surface damage and poor image resolution[19]. 
 
Figure 1.3 AFM tip and sample interaction in contact mode. 
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1.2.2 AC Mode (Tapping) 
In this operation mode, the cantilever is vibrated at a resonant frequency with oscillation 
amplitude typically around 20-100nm[20, 21]. During scanning, the tip intermittently contacts 
the surface and a constant oscillation amplitude is maintained as in Figure 1.4 by again adjusting 
the extension of a z-actuator as necessary. A height image can thus be obtained as with contact 
AFM, by recording the z-actuation as a function of position. Phase image can also be recorded as 
the phase of oscillation is disturbed by touching the surface, inducing a phase difference between 
the tip and the drive oscillator. The contrast of a phase image is strongly related to the local 
elastic properties and relative surface energies of the sample[22].  
Thus tapping mode can achieve higher imaging resolution of samples that can be easily 
deformed, due to less force applied and eliminated lateral force. However, disadvantages for AC 
modes are that they require a lower speed of scanning.  
 
Figure 1.4. Tip and sample interaction in the tapping mode. 
1.3 Piezo Force Microscopy (PFM) 
Piezo Force Microscopy is a combination of Atomic Force Microscopy and other electronics to 
detect the mechanical response of ferroelectric materials upon electric field[23]. A conductive 
probe is in contact with the surface of a thin film which locally expands or contracts by the 
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converse piezoelectric effect. This gives rise to the cantilever deflection as demonstrated in 
Figure 1.5. By applying an AC bias, the periodic relative expansion and contraction of the 
surface, and hence a periodic signal for the AFM, is thus actuated and detected as a function of 
the tip position, biasing conditions, and specimen properties[24, 25]. This general concept has 
been widely used to study the ferroelectric polarization direction, domain configuration, and 
switching dynamics in ferroelectric specimens.  
 
Figure 1.5. PFM cantilever deflection upon applied voltage[26]. 
There are three components in a typical PFM system: AFM, Lock-in Amplifier and Function 
Generator. A Function generator is electronic equipment generating various electrical waveforms 
such as sine waves with ranges of frequency from Hz to MHz. Thus, it enables frequency sweeps 
to maximize the piezo response and superimposes AC and DC bias directly applied to the tip 
during PFM measurements. A Lock-in amplifier is a highly sensitive external unit that extracts a 
signal at a certain frequency from a noisy environment and determines the amplitude and phase. 
It analyzes the input signal, eliminates signal other than the frequency of reference and  amplifies 
the recovered signal from pm to nm[27].  
Therefore, we can map out the surface microstructure and ferroelectric domain simultaneously. 
While the AFM topography is only a DC response of the tip height; the electromechanical 
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excitation is an AC measurement with high frequency (usually 500 kHz to 2 MHz). Oppositely 
polarized domains under AC field exhibit 180° phase shifts. 
1.4 Piezo Response 
PFM amplitude image indicates the magnitude of the piezoelectric signal, while the phase 
demonstrates the polarization orientation for individual domains, shown in Figure 1.6.  
 
Figure 1.6. (a) Amplitude image and (b) Phase image acquired by PFM. 
Amplitude signal is proportional to the bias induced piezo excitation [28]. The tip is applied with 
a periodic voltage, 
𝑉𝑡𝑖𝑝=𝑉𝑑𝑐 + 𝑉𝑎𝑐Cos (𝜔𝑡);               (3) 
The corresponding piezoactuation and electrostatic force in PFM thus can be calculated as 
follows: 
Z = (𝒅𝒆𝒇𝒇 + (𝑳𝒘𝜺𝟎∆𝑽) / (48k𝒉𝟐))𝑽𝑨𝑪,   [29]             (4) 
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where h is the height of the tip, 𝜀0  and ∆𝑉 are the dielectric constant of the air and voltage 
respectively; L and ѡ are the length and width of AFM probe while deff is the effective 
piezoactuated displacement. The second term is taken from capacitive forces. Furthermore, a 
stiff cantilever can increase the PFM signal with the disadvantage of deforming samples. 
Conductive diamond coated probes are usually employed as a result.  
Resonant frequency is crucial as the maximum piezoelectric oscillation occurs when applied AC 
is tuned to the optimized frequency with highest sensitivity in AFM. Moreover, by increasing the 
contact resonance, the cantilever gets stiff, reducing the electrostatic artifacts as described earlier 
before it reaches a limit as piezo amplitude decreases with frequency. By combining all these 
factors, AFM employs frequency from 500 kHz to 2 MHz in general. Thus we achieve frequency 
sweep to optimize the PFM performance with the function generator. As contact resonance can 
easily be affected by local surface, large contact area would cause a different contact resonance 
since stiffness changes. To reduce the topographic artifact, AC frequency should be selected 
around the resonant peak other than the peak itself[30]. 
1.5 Piezoelectric Coefficients 
Piezoelectricity is the ability of piezoelectric materials with an electrical charge proportional to 
an applied mechanical force: this is a direct effect. Piezoelectric materials also exhibit a converse 
effect, where strain is produced via the application of electric field. Thus, the Piezoelectric d 
quantifies the volume change on application of stress[31, 32].  
𝒅𝒊𝒋 =
𝑷
𝝈
                                                 (5) 
Since piezoelectric materials are anisotropic, the piezoelectric charge constants d can be related 
to the applied force and generated polarization which are two subscripts. The first subscript to d 
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represents the direction of induced polarization or strain; and the second subscript is the direction 
of applied field strength such as electric field E or applied mechanical stress, respectively. 
Therefore, d is a crucial factor of the performance of piezoelectric materials. 
For ferroelectric applications upon applied voltage, the orientation of polarization is usually 
along x, y and z axis which is indicated by the subscript 1, 2 and 3 respectively. The shear force 
axes are 4, 5 and 6 shown in Figure 1.7[33].  
 
Figure 1.7. Directions of the subscripts affecting the piezoelectric coefficients.  
For instance, d33 indicates the induced polarization in direction 3 which is parallel to the z axis 
with electrical field also applied in direction 3. d31 demonstrates the polarization in direction 3 
while the force applied in direction 1 which is perpendicular to the z axis and polarization 
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orientation. Piezo Force Microscopy is widely used to detect piezoelectric response and 
polarization orientation in 3 dimensions[34]. Therefore, the induced strain or polarization can be 
mapped comprehensively in all directions in piezoelectric materials. 
1.6 Domain Dynamics 
Previous study has been reported about investigating the domain switching kinetics based on the 
duration of switching. Many factors would influence the results such as small dimensions of 
ferroelectric materials and switching voltage. At the initial state for ferroelectric materials, 
domains are assumed to be configured to minimize the overall free energy. Upon applying a 
potential sufficient to surpass the coercive field, the domains switch orientations according to the 
field direction and grow accordingly[35]. Domain switching involves the nucleation of new 
domains, growth of the nucleation sites, as well as normal and especially lateral domain wall 
movement. Several classic theories have been implemented to describe this switching 
mechanism, in particular based on growth limited switching, and nucleation limited switching. 
Either, or both, may dominate depending on temperature, specimen geometry, nucleation site 
density, etc. [36, 37]. 
1.6.1 Domain Growth Limited switching (KAI Model) 
The traditional investigation of domain switching dynamics is based on Kolmogorov and 
Avrami’s so called ‘KAI model.’ The fundamental assumption is that ferroelectric domains grow 
unrestrictedly and the domain wall velocity depends on the external field after nucleation. At the 
beginning stage, domains grow without overlapping. Once the domains overlap with each other, 
the volume of the reversed polarized area is not equal to the sum of each individual domain. 
Therefore, KAI model leads to the equation below to model ferroelectric switching [38, 39]. 
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𝒑(𝒕) = 𝟏 − 𝒆−(𝒕/𝒕𝟎)
𝒏
      (6) 
where p(t) is the fraction of the volume of the ferroelectric switched by time t, the parameters t0 
and n depend on the nucleation density for the reversed domains, mobility of the domain walls, 
the electric field acting on the moving domain walls E, and the dimension of the domain growth. 
This model provides a suitable explanation for short period of switching time in ferroelectric thin 
films. However, this theory cannot address the switching kinetics during a broad time 
interval[40]. 
1.6.2 Domain Nucleation Limited Switching (NSL Model) 
On the other hand, the Nucleation Limited switching (NSL) model illustrates that switching 
depends on a distribution of time with independent domains nucleating. In this case, domain 
switching occurs region by region, with nucleation sites not influencing subsequent switching of 
neighboring regions, i.e. these domains do not participate in switching of the rest film. The 
switching rate is then [41] 
𝒑(𝒕) = ∫ 𝒈(𝒛)𝒅𝒛
𝑰𝒏 𝒕
−∞
   (7) 
where g(z) is the distribution function of the nucleation times. The differences for the two 
models are illustrated in Figure 1.8.  
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Figure 1.8. KAI model (left side) and NSL model (right side) describe the time dependence of polarization 
switching[42]. 
1.7 Piezoelectric Property of PZT 
Lead Zirconate Titanate with the chemical formula Pb[ZrxTi1-x]O3 employs the perovskite 
structure where Ti
4+
 and Zr
4+
 ions occupy B sites, Pb
2+
 occupy A site. At room temperature, 
remarkable piezoelectric effect of PZT has been widely considered for many devices such as 
MEMS, sensors and memory [43-45]. Thus many film deposition techniques have been applied 
to synthesize PZT thin films such as chemical vapor deposition (CVD)[46], sol-gel[47] and ion-
beam sputtering[48].  
A phase diagram has been shown in Figure 1.9 to indicate the influence of chemical 
compositions on piezoelectric properties. The Ti rich region of the phase diagram shows a 
tetragonal ferroelectric phase and Zr rich region shows rhombohedral. They have been divided 
by a morphotropic phase boundary (MPB) causing an abrupt change in lattice constants of PZT 
[49-51]. Therefore large piezoelectric effect and polarization can be observed at MPB as phase 
coexistence[52].  
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Figure 1.9. PbrO3 and PbTiO3 phase diagrams. 
1.8 TEM Characterization 
Another method for investigating domain switching in ferroelectrics and multiferroics is 
Transmission Electron Microscopy [53-55]. For example, TEM has been used to study the 
dynamics of ferroelectric switching in BiFeO3 epitaxial thin films. It was able to resolve 
localized nucleation sites, the presence of domain walls, and also ferroelectric switching at 
interfaces [56]. In this case, an electric field is applied normally between a bottom electrode and 
a top electrode, even an in-situ SPM tip, to switch a BFO film locally. Unlike with PFM, 
however, the specimen is observed in cross section, i.e. perpendicular to the applied field.  
For instance, Figure 1.10 shows ferroelectric switching starting with a single nucleation event 
occurring at the interface with the back contact (white arrow), and this domain grows laterally 
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and normally through the film with increasing applied voltage. Such results are very useful as 
they can correlate nucleation sites and domain growth with the local microstructure, chemical 
content, even up to atomic resolution with HRTEM. However, TEM cannot resolve any vectors 
of the polarized orientations normal to the field of view, a disadvantage of TEM compared to 
PFM where the 3-d polarization orientation can be deduced. 
 
Figure 1.10. TEM dark field images show the domain nucleation and growth process with external voltage in 
cross-section view[56]. 
Cracks developing under electric fields in PZT polycrystalline ceramics can also been observed 
in situ TEM, Figure 1.11 [57]. The original pore was applied upon a cyclic electric field along 
the direction indicated by the arrow. This pore expanded into cracks under TEM has been 
revealed.   
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Figure 1.11. Initiation of microcrack from a pore at the triple junction of the grain boundaries of PZT thin 
film: (a) before application of electric field; (b) after cycles. 
1.9 Declamping Effect 
It has been reported that the internal stress due to lattice mismatch can affect the electrical and 
electromechanical property [58-61]. By adjusting the internal stress, ferroelectric polarization of 
thin films can be controlled as well. For instance, V. Nagarajan etc. report the effect of various 
substrates on piezoelectric behaviors of 100-nm-thick epitaxial 0.9PMN–0.1PT thin films[62]. 
As different substrates would induce compressive or tensile strain conditions, the 
electromechanical property strongly depends on the substrate-induced stress.  
Moreover, A. L. Roytburd etc. reveal crucial recovery in the piezoelectric property of PZT by 
reducing the degree of internal stress based on distinct film-substrate design[63]. Figure 1.12 (a) 
shows the schematic model of internal stress filed distributed across the entire film for epitaxial 
film. Figure (b) demonstrates the internal stress and constraint for strip structures with lateral 
width D much smaller than thickness h decrease significantly. The reduction in constraint is 
caused by the declamping effect and the strain condition for the surface of the strip film is 
traction-free[64]. 
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Figure 1.12. Uniform stress field in the epitaxial film (a); Cutting film into stripes along [100] with lateral D 
and thickness h[63]. 
In addition, the piezoelectric material nearest the sidewalls is more declamped than the feature 
centers. The theoretical results exhibit a considerable increase in the saturation polarization due 
to epitaxial stresses. Significant recovery in the piezoelectric constant has been verified for 
geometric configurations with reduced degree of constraint. For instance, piezoelectric 
coefficient for delineated island is significantly larger than the continuous film for 120 nm thick 
PNZT on Si substrate[63].  
Therefore, declamping effect exhibited by patterning piezoelectric materials is related to the 
feature’s width: thickness aspect ratio; smaller aspect ratio yields improved functional 
performance. 
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Figure 1.13. Piezoelectric coefficient  d33 as a function of electrical voltage for a continuous 120 nm thick 
PNZT thin film and a 0.25 x 0.25 µm delineated island[63]. 
1.10 Summary 
This chapter summarizes ferroelectric domains, the primary method used by other researchers to 
study such effects, and PFM, the main method employed in the rest of this work to investigate 
ferroelectric domains and their dynamics. 
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Chapter 2 Materials and methods 
2.1 AFM 
The AFM used in all experiments is an Asylum Research Cypher AFM shown in Figure 2.1, 
with Igor Pro software version 6.37. All experiments were performed at room temperature. The 
piezoactuator scanners have a maximum range in the X and Y directions of 30 μm x 30 μm 
extension range.  
 
Figure 2.1. Cypher AFM in the Nano-measurement lab. 
During scanning, AFM probe deflects due to various interactions with a specimen and is 
measured optically (Figure 2.2). Typically, RF-modulated laser diode light source module is 
reflected from the cantilever onto a photodiode. The position of the laser spot has been recorded 
to show the height change of the surface. 
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Figure 2.2. Typical AFM imaging set up[65]. 
2.2 Lock-in Amplifier 
The Lock-in Amplifier (LIA) is a Zurich Instruments HF2 Series digital amplifier covering the 
frequency range between DC and 50 MHz in Figure 2.3. Small output PFM signals, along with 
the strong background noise, are filtered by synchronizing to the function generator AC 
frequency. The LIA recovers the PFM signals and amplifies to several orders of magnitude.  
 
Figure 2.3. Stanford Lock-in Amplifier system. 
LIA Amplitude (R) and Phase (θ) can be amplified by sensitivity which is based on a range of 
the amplitude detected. These signals are sampled by AFM electronics pixel by pixel. To 
calculate the lock in value into the AFM, equation 7 and 8 are used in this case. To acquire the 
PFM images simultaneously with topographic image and ease PFM analysis, it is significant to 
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consider the scaling factors while recording the amplitude and phase signal by the LIA and 
measure the constantly updating signals in real time with AFM. 
𝑨𝒎𝒑𝒍𝒊𝒕𝒖𝒅𝒆𝑽,𝒓𝒎𝒔 = 
𝑰𝒏𝟎∗𝑺𝒆𝒏𝒔𝒊𝒕𝒊𝒗𝒊𝒕𝒚𝑽,𝒓𝒎𝒔
𝟏𝟎
                 (8) 
𝑷𝒉𝒂𝒔𝒆𝒅𝒆𝒈𝒓𝒆𝒆𝒔 = 
𝑰𝒏𝟎∗𝟏𝟖𝟎
𝟏𝟎
                                        (9) 
2.3 Function Generator 
The function generator utilized is an Agilent 33220A 20 MHz Function Waveform Generator 
(Figure 2.4). It has two primary functions: using the bias to switch or piezoactuate; as well as 
synchronizing the signal at the exact AC frequency from the Lock-in Amplifier.  
 
Figure 2.4. Function generator. 
AC bias detects the domain configurations by inducing the surface vibration. DC voltage can be 
separately applied to reverse the domain polarization only when the bias exceeds the coercive 
field. To simultaneously accomplish the ferroelectric domain mapping and switching, AC and 
DC voltage are superimposed during PFM poling. The maximum voltage which can be applied 
from the function generator is 10 V, at frequency range of approximately 500-2000 kHz.  
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2.4  AFM Probes 
The primary cantilevers used in the experiments are conductive diamond coated tip[66], CDTP-
NCHR and CDT-FMR, acquired from Nanosensors in Figure 2.5. The nominal cantilever length 
of CDTP-NCHR is 120-130 μm, with a resonant frequency of 275-720 kHz and force constant 
between 38-328 N/m. The CDT-FMR has longer length which is 220 – 230 μm, and resonant 
frequency of 80 - 130 kHz as well as force constant between 3 - 11.4 N/m. CDTP-NCHR with 
high stiffness was used to remove materials in nano-island fabricating, meanwhile CDT-FMR 
can map out the ferroelectric domains. During PFM imaging, the output voltage is applied to the 
tip from the function generator. The wire connected to the ground was silver painted to the back 
electrode.   
 
Figure 2.5. Probe shape in SEM image[67]. 
CDTP-NCHR is diamond coated and mechanically robust with high operation stability. The 
strength of this AFM probe is especially useful for milling, as probe damage is minimized. The 
CDT-FMR is conductive as the diamond coating is highly doped with Boron, leading to a 
resistivity of 0.003 - 0.005 Ohmcm. The typical pyramid tip radius is between 100 nm to 200 
nm, leading to a contact area of 10 nm region and improving the resolution. The detector side of 
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the cantilever is coated with the aluminum reflex to enhance the reflectivity of the optical lever 
detection beam.  
2.5 Resonance Frequency 
Resonance frequency sweep for PFM measurement has been used with external software shown 
in Figure 2.6 to indicate the ferroelectric amplitude as a function of frequency. The frequency is 
in the typical range of 300 kHz to 2000 kHz. In this figure, a strong peak can be identified at 
~600 kHz driving the highest amplitude followed by several small resonant peaks. These 
corresponding frequencies thus can be selected for piezoelectric driving with the function 
generator, in order to generate the maximum piezoresponse signal[68].  
 
Figure 2.6. An example of a Normal PFM peak. 
2.6 PFM Signal 
2.6.1 PFM Amplitude and Phase Signal 
Amplitude images reveal details about ferroelectric properties such as the magnitude of the local 
piezoactuation. Domain walls with no magnitude can also be detected between two adjacent 
domains with opposite polarizations as the tip is above domains that are oscillating in phase and 
out of phase. Furthermore phase contrast usually displays 180 degrees of domains oriented 
directions Out-of-Plane and In-Plane. 
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2.6.2 Out-of-Plane and In-Plane PFM 
As we described earlier, AFM cantilevers can detect the vertical vibrations perpendicular to the 
specimen surface with the most sensitivity. In another words, Out-of-Plane (OP) PFM measures 
the displacement along z axis[69, 70]. Also the lever can simultaneously monitor torque in xy 
plane defined as the In-Plane (IP) PFM[71]. Figure 2.7 shows the sketch of OP signal detection 
as the tip deflected with laser spot displacing up and down in (a); while the IP response causes 
torsion with shear force induced by the lateral force and therefore with laser pot moving 
horizontally illustrated in (b).    
 
Figure 2.7. Illustration of AFM measurement: (a) shows the demonstration of the out of plane (vertical) signal; 
b) shows the in plane (lateral) signal. 
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Figure 2.8 demonstrates phase contrasts of BiFeO3 for OP and IP PFM images. There are two 
color contrasts with 180 degrees indicating there are two domain orientations for both OP and IP 
images, either up or down and forward or backward respectively. Particularly, IP signal has 
stripe-shape domains which don’t display in OP with strong contrast suggesting the OP and IP 
signals are independent. Note that there are atomic steps in figure (a) which is the cross-talk 
signal from topography.  
 
Figure 2.8. PFM phase signal for BiFeO3: (a) OP and (b) IP Phase data. 
To identify the configurations of such domains in 3 dimensions, the same region would need to 
be imaged by rotating the sample at 0° and 90° physically. By comparing the OP and IP domains 
with both sample mounting angles pixel by pixel, the full vector of analysis can be determined 
for thin films such as BFO specimen with eight possible domain orientations [72].  
2.7 PZT Sample with a-domain 
The sample used in the chapter 3 and 4 is epitaxial Pb(Zr0.2Ti0.8)O3 film. 90 nm PZT ferroelectric 
film has been grown on 12 nm SrRuO3 (SRO) buffered (110) oriented GdScO3 (GSO) substrates 
by the pulsed laser deposition technique in University of California, Berkeley, Salahuddin 
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group[73] in Figure 2.9. PZT thin film exhibits c domains in z axis and a-domain (90° domain) 
along the <100> directions due to the substrate induced strain.  
 
Figure 2.9. Sketch of PZT thin film composition. 
2.8 PZT Sample in Compressive Strain 
Another samples used is a PZT thin film from the Ramesh lab at the University of California, 
Berkeley. Epitaxial PbZr0.2Ti0.8O3 (PZT) tetragonal films are grown on SrTiO3 with intermediate 
SrRuO3 conducting electrodes (Figure 2.10). The PZT is approximately 50 nm thick, so the film 
exhibits domains oriented normal to the surface only (no in-plane domains has been detected). 
 
Figure 2.10. PZT thin film. 
 
2.9 PMN-PT Thin Film 
A thin PMN-PT film fabricated by the Trolier-McKinstry group from Pennsylvania State 
University has been studied in chapter 5. 70PMN-30PT film growth was prepared on chemical 
solution deposition on commercial Pt/Ti/SiO2/Si substrates. By building each layer of PMN-PT 
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which was ~25 nm thick repeatedly, a film with thickness of 300 nm was obtained. A 50 nm 
platinum top electrode was sputtered on the films and they were patterned in strip structures by 
lithography. The strips ranged from 9 μm to 0.75 μm in width and can be electrically excited 
simultaneously. The patterned PMN-PT structures were wire bonded to a Si wafer with 
connected silver paint for PFM measurement in Figure 2.11[74].  
 
Figure 2.11. Sketch of the microfabricated PMN-PT thin films. 
2.10 Summary 
This chapter discusses the equipment, software and probes that have been utilized for the 
experiments described throughout this body of work. In particular, normal and lateral modes of 
piezo force microscopy are compared and details about the relevant specimens are also provided. 
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Chapter 3 Switching for Continuous, Strain-
relieved, ferroelectric PZT thin films 
Ferroelectric materials such as Lead zirconate titanate (PZT) provide numerous applications 
including sensors, actuators and microelectronics because of the piezoelectric response and 
domain configurations. These materials form ferroelectric as well as ferroelastic domains due to 
the stress relaxation between film and substrate[75]. Among these studies, 90° domain-wall 
motion particularly can lead to a strain in the order of lattice tetragonality and an enhancement of 
piezoelectric response compared with single crystals[76]. Several characterization techniques as 
X-Ray Diffraction, TEM have been applied to investigate their properties with certain limitations. 
Meanwhile Piezo Force Microscopy (PFM) offers great opportunity to reveal and manipulate 
both (180° and 90°) domain structures. More studies need to be investigated in understanding the 
three-dimensional domain switching in PZT thin films.  
3.1 a-domain Switching 
Here, we utilize Piezo Force Microscopy (PFM) to visualize the ferroelectric and ferroelastic 
domain switching in epitaxial Pb(Zr0.2Ti0.8)O3 film. 90 nm PZT ferroelectric film has grown on 
12 nm SrRuO3 (SRO) buffered GdScO3 (GSO) substrates[73]. Previous theories of lattice 
mismatch would be accommodated entirely by strain within the film below certain thickness of 
the film[77]. This PZT specimen has a tetragonal crystal structure below Curie temperature (Tc) 
while GSO is pseudocubic. Thus the film assumes a heterogeneous phase containing periodic 
alternating a and c domains with 90° domain walls to reduce the strain energy when the thickness 
is below 250 nm. The calculated results indicate that the film appears to be fully relaxed by 
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dislocations for thicknesses above 250 nm[78, 79]. This PZT thin film exhibits c domains in 
tetragonal axis and a-domain (90° domain) along the <100> directions due to the substrate 
induced strain. A 0.96% tensile strain has been created to PZT, keeps the slanted a-domain and 
tetragonal c-domain at steady state.  
The voltage control of ferroelastic domains in the PZT thin film has been previously reported[73]. 
The electric field induced ferroelastic c—a switching was observed without the ferroelectric 180° 
domain switching occuring by using PFM technique sketched in Figure 3.1.  
.  
 
 
Figure 3.1. Sketch of c domain switching to a-domain under tip bias. 
We also achieved the ferroelastic 90° domain switching process with the absence of 180° c-
domain switching with higher resolution by PFM. Figure 3.2 shows the consecutive switching 
images under DC bias.   
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Figure 3.2. PFM out-of-plane switching in 800 nm x 800 nm amplitude image: The regions where ferroelastic 
a-domain created are indicated by yellow arrows. 
Figure 3.2 shows the out-of-plane PFM images of a 90 nm PZT film. In as-grown state (0 V), a-
domains appear as slanted needle-like shape. We applied DC voltage superimposed with 3 Vac 
peak to peak on this 800 nm x 800 nm region to reveal the response via a conductive diamond probe 
(CDT-FMR). After -1.1 Vdc applied to the entire region, the first new a-domain has been created 
by comparing to the original state at the same area as indicated by the yellow dashed arrow. 
More a-domains formed when the voltage increasing to 1.3 V. No concurrent of c-domain 
ferroelectric switching has been observed in the image before 1.7 V where a-domain switching 
happened. 180° c-domain switched along the direction parallel to the voltage applied and 
perpendicular to the PZT/ SRO interface when the external voltage reached 1.7 V. The coercive 
voltages for the c-domain switching vary from spot to spot since the domain reversal is not 
simultaneous as shown at the bottom row of PFM out-plane images. The PFM image sequences 
suggest the threshold voltage for the ferroelastic c-a domain switching is ~ -1.1 V while the 
coercive voltage for ferroelectric switching is ~ -1.7 V, proposing the fact that ferroelastic 
switching could happen without the concurrency of ferroelectric reversal.   
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Figure 3.3. PFM In-Plane switching in 800 nm x 800 nm amplitude image: The regions where ferroelastic a-
domain created are indicated by yellow and green arrows. 
Figure 3.3 shows the In-Plane ferroelastic switching occurrence without the coupled ferroelectric 
switching at the same spot. Again yellow dashed arrows point out the newly formed a-domain at 
each voltage applied image. By carefully analyzing the In-plane response, a-domains have been 
created at -1.1 V as shown in the corresponded Out-of-Plane image. Surprisingly In-Plane image 
reveals more new a-domain indicated by the light green arrow comparing to the Out-of-Plane 
data acquired at the same time. This fact proves In-plane signal can resolve fine domains at 
higher resolution which has not been reported before.  
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Figure 3.4. PFM In-Plane phase switching in 800 nm x 800 nm image. 
The polarization orientation in a-domains has also been mapped out by measuring the in-plane 
phase signal in Figure 3.4. These phase images exhibit the lateral torsion of the AFM cantilever 
recorded in the photodiode as the tip scans over the region. Black and white color contrast given 
in Figure 3.4 represents those a-domains with opposite polarized orientations as suggested in 
Figure 3.5.  
 
Figure 3.5. Tip torsion when scanning over a-domain with reversed orientations in (a) and (b). 
Furthermore, we can explore switching energy per pixel and how it couples to various 
microstructural features for OP and IP signal. In this 800 nm x 800 nm region, light blue area has 
been switched with only ~0.15 eV while red area requires activation energy as high as ~ 0.3 eV 
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in Figure 3.6 (a) for OP switching. Figure 3.6 (b) shows the blue and green spot would switch in-
plane before the red spot since the energy barrier is smaller. Thus which domain has come up 
first is clarified. Importantly and unexpectedly, some a-domain switching is clearly independent 
of c-domain switching for these films. Separate work by Ramesh and Martin suggests that these 
a-domain nucleation sites are buried under zero voltage conditions, and that a-domains are drawn 
towards the free surface upon appropriate poling such that the map of Figure 3.6 (b) may 
primarily indicate the surface energy landscape corresponding to heterogeneities in this 
mechanism[80]. 
 
Figure 3.6. Switching energy per pixel for OP switching (a), and IP switching (b). 
3.2 a-domain Formation Relating with Height Difference 
It has long been observed that there should be a change in the local height for local polarization 
rotations (as opposed to 180° switches). For example, Ganpule etc. reported topographic steps 
when scanning across an a-domain, as illustrated in Figure 3.7[81]. 
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Figure 3.7. (a) Topography and (b) piezoresponse images taken simultaneously for a relaxed PZT thin film. (c) 
A line scan across AB reveals step edges at the a-domain interfaces, explained by the schematic (d) of the 
surface relief for a single a-domain[81]. 
Extending this concept to movies of switching processes, the development of a-domains during 
poling should be resolvable by topography as it is with PFM for Figures 3.3 and 3.4. 
Accordingly, Figure 3.8 presents out of plane images before (a) and after (b) development of a 
new a-domain, alongside the corresponding topography (c and d, respectively). Cross sections 
along the vertical line, through this new domain, are displayed in (e) and (f).  
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Figure 3.8. PFM out-of-plane image of amplitude before and after a-domain switching (a) and (b); 
corresponding topographic height (c) and (d); AFM line trace (e) and (f) across the region in (c) and (d). 
To better visualize the subtle difference in height between Figure 3.8 (e) and (f), Figure 3.9 
overlaps these cross sections and reveals perfect agreement except for a ~1Ǻ step at the new a-
domain location. This amounts to a local strain of ~0.1% for the 90 nm film. While the signal to 
noise ratio for resolving a-domains in this manner is not as strong as it is for pfm imaging, this 
nevertheless suggests a possibly useful approach for future efforts at simultaneous normal and 
in-plane domain mapping (which is definitely not easy). This is because a-domains can be 
distinguished by carefully tracking topography, while out of plane PFM is easily performed for 
c-domain switching.  
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Figure 3.9. Height plot before (e) and after (f) a-domain formation. 
3.3 Summary 
This chapter describes a-domain formation without a concurrent c-domain switch, according to 
simultaneous Out-of-Plane and In-Plane PFM. 90° switching (c domain to a domain) energy as 
well as 180° switching (c
+
 domain to c
- 
domain) energy have been calculated, and the energy 
barrier for 90° switching is smaller than 180° switching. Moreover, a change in surface height 
caused by local strain can be related with a-domain switching, suggesting a future approach for 
resolving such domains by topography tracking instead of PFM. Therefore, a-domain and c-
domain switching can be monitored via PFM mode as well as topographic information to provide 
insights into future domain engineering devices and ferroelectric cell writing. 
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Chapter 4 Nano-Sculpted Polydomain PZT 
The ferroelectric and piezoelectric properties of thin films are often diminished from the bulk. 
This can be due to substrate clamping effects, such as decreasing tetragonality for c-axis 
domains. It also can result from strain relief mechanisms, such as the formation of orthogonal a-
domains, which decrease the volume fraction of properly oriented c-domains. One common 
method to address this challenge is to relieve strain via nanostructured instead of continuous 
epitaxial films.  
To prepare such specimens, standard semiconductor industry microfabrication routes are 
commonly applied, including top down etching or lift-off procedures, as well as straightforward 
deposition of isolated islands via bottom up growth procedures. In many instances, though, FIB 
milling is much simpler to achieve due to its straightforward operation[82]. 
4.1 Focused Ion Beam Processing 
The patterning of ferroelectric film has drawn much interest as nanoscale features with high 
aspect ratios of thickness : area have demonstrated enhanced piezoelectric properties[83]. It is 
crucial to develop a method to continue to shrink dimensions, and to reduce common sidewall 
damage that is caused by many patterning processes. The most common is Ga
+
 ion Focused ion 
beam (FIB) milling, reported by A. Stanishevsky to enable fabrication of PNZT-based capacitors 
via direct material removal and thus fabrication of nano-islands down to 130 nm on a side[84]. 
The depth of materials removal is up to 400-500 nm. An example is shown in Figure 4.1, which 
demonstrates square features (4, 1, or 0.25 µm
2
 on a side) exposed by milling surrounding 
trenches.    
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Figure 4.1. PNZT structures with the sizes of 4, 1, and 0.25 µm
2
, milled by FIB[84]. 
However, FIB processing can cause structural damage and ion implantation. A. Schilling etc. 
observed gallium ion implantation as well as the loss of lead and oxygen at the damaged 
region[85]. Figure 4.2 shows the surface of the PZT layer at original state in (a) and after FIB 
processing with accumulation of Ga
+
 ions revealed as bright spheres in (b)[86].  
 
Figure 4.2. Image showing the initial surface of the PZT layer (a), and the post-FIB surface with bright spots 
indicating Ga formation (b)[86]. 
Despite FIB milling using Ga
+
 allows obtaining nano-size PZT structure, such milling introduces 
gallium ion implantation to the film, resulting in shifted or collapsed ferroelectric hysteresis 
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loops, and even loss of ferroelectricity. Moreover, post annealing process is required for 
patterned features to partially recover ferroeletric properties after FIB[86].   
As an example of post annealed FIB-prepared ferroelectric microstructuring, Nagarajan etc. 
reported the increase of polarization response for micro-scale islands fabricated using Ga+ 
focused ion-beam (FIB) milling as shown in Figure 4.3 [76]. 
 
Figure 4.3. The effect of the movement of ferroelastic domains on the polarization response of a 
nanostructured island (a) compared to a continuous film (b). 
4.2 Nano-sculpting Technique  
In this chapter, we present a unique technique of fabricating nano islands to obtain desirable 
sizes and strain relief with minimal structural damage: Nano-Sculpting. Unlike FIB that entails 
complicated procedures and high costs, an extremely stiff diamond probe (CDTP-NCHR) has 
been employed here in AFM scanning to reveal mesas down to 200 nm
2
 on a side. With a force 
constant of 125 N/m, this probe can easily abrade materials at high AFM force load with high 
speed, as well as image topographic features. Additionally, it is much easier to operate for 
beginners and customize island size and configurations in various ways. For instance, Figure 4.4 
(a) and (b) demonstrates six relieved islands in an image 8 µm
 
on a side via using the Nano-
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sculpting methodology. The six ~2 µm x 3 µm sized islands were created in this manner in only 
~70 minutes based on ~90 nm deep surrounding trenches.  
 
Figure 4.4. AFM height image of 6 islands (a); 3d sketch of the probe and islands after milling (b).  
To illustrate how the mesas are formed, Figure 4.5 depicts successive steps in milling channels in 
an initially continuous film, opening up gaps 80 nm in depth and ~ 500 nm in width. By setting 
the imaging ratio of width to height to 16: 1, we constantly scanned the same regions with 
applied forces as high as ~28000 nN due to the hardness of the PZT thin film. This resulted in 
gradual removal of the local film, which was then repeated to prepare seven overall trenches and 
hence six mesas with equivalent sizes and shapes.  
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Figure 4.5. Steps to mill materials and generate mesas using nano-sculpting technique. 
By using the same strategy, we also designed and prepared a 4x4 array of mesas in a PZT thin 
film to create 16 identical mesas with sizes of ~ 500 nm on a side as shown in Figure 4.6. As the 
radius of the tip is appoximately 100 nm and it has a conical shape, the individual mesa would 
possess a pyramidal structure when the lateral dimension gets much smaller. This technique 
allows us to study the ferroelectric properties of thin films at high ratio of lateral dimension vs. 
thickness, which may plays an important role in strain engineering.       
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Figure 4.6. 16 islands fabricated in PZT thin film. 
4.3 Pre and Post Sculpting 
To further explore this probe milling method would affect the domain and switching dynamics, a 
careful experiment has been conducted on the PZT thin film by tracking the PFM signal before 
and after milling, Figure 4.7. A 1.5 µm x 1.5 µm
 
island is delineated with surrounding films 
removed. Pre-milling, the OP signal was recorded, while post-milling OP signal was again 
studied for comparison, Figure 4.7 (a) and (b). The dashed rectangular overlay in (a) identifies 
the region corresponding to the microscale island in (b), proving that no appreciable changes 
occurred during the milling process for the a-domain patterns. Figure 4.7 (c) shows a topography 
image of this island with approximately 50 nm height difference.  
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Figure 4.7. OP amplitude image before (a) and after (b) milling; AFM height image of the fabricated island 
(c).   
The intricate a-domains remain after formation of the finely scaled micro-mesa of PZT. The 
contrast for some of the finest domain walls is difficult to detect, but this is not surprising since 
the post-images are acquired with the same AFM probe as the pre-images, and there is always 
the possibility of some change (worsening) in tip shape during the nanosculpting process. 
This mesa has been fabricated at medium milling speed by applying relative small force. To 
accelerate the sculpting speed, a much higher force was applied to pattern mesa in a less time-
consuming way in Figure 4.8. OP amplitude pre and post milling has also been shown in Figure 
4.8 (a) and (b). Comparing with the milling time of mesa shown in Figure 4.7, it took 
approximately one third of the time to fabricate mesa in Figure 4.8. While not apparent in (c), 
there is possible evidence in the post-milling PFM image Figure 4.8 (b) of the formation of a 
sub-surface crack, presumably induced by the mechanical processing step. Such features have 
only been observed in approximately 5% of mesas fabricated as part of this body of work. The 
example in this figure is selected to highlight the possibility of damage of high speed and even 
sub-surface sensitivity of PFM, but is not the norm. 
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Figure 4.8. OP amplitude image before (a) and after milling (b); AFM height image of the fabricated island 
(c).   
The domain switching dynamics were next monitored as in Chapter 3, by applying a 3 Vpeak to peak 
AC bias plus successively greater DC voltages as shown in Figure 4.9. When applying -1.35 Vdc, 
the fabricated mesa has just started to switch from the edges, possibly due to partial declamping 
from the substrate. There suggests that the nano-sculpting process does not cause domain wall 
pinning at the sidewalls, otherwise switching be expected to be hindered at these edges instead of 
initiating there. The apparent crack, on the other hand, clearly impedes domain wall motion and 
full switching of the mesa, which is finally only completed once the voltage reaches -2.2 Vdc.  
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Figure 4.9. PFM OP domain switching at different voltages. 
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To prove that nano-sculpting does not damage bipolar ferroelectric switching, Figure 4.10 
demonstrates complete switching first in the negative direction, then positive, then negative 
again. Each excursion upon negative biasing follows essentially the same pattern, with growth 
from the feature edges towards the center, hindered by the apparent sub-surface crack. During 
the ferroelectric switching cycle of negative-positive-negative voltage, switching dynamics is 
stable and hysteresis loop is not disturbed.   
 
Figure 4.10. OP phase images of switching process upon positive and negative voltages of PZT thin films. 
4.4 Six Mesa Switching 
Extending the approach presented above, but also investigating in-plane a-domains which may 
be more sensitive to domain wall pinning, a set of 6 additional mesas were prepared. Following 
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nanosculpting, their OP and IP pfm signals are displayed in Figure 4.11 (a) and (b). Both c- and 
a-domains have been observed without dramatic deformation.  
 
Figure 4.11. OP (a) and IP (b) amplitude images of the 6 mesas. 
The two mesas in the center of the images were found to be able to be switched in the normal 
direction. The rows of mesas at top and bottom, however, could not be poled as the adjacent 
milling was apparently sufficiently deep that it even removed the surrounding back electrode and 
hence electrically isolated these 4 microstructures. Focusing just on the central row of still-active 
mesas, then, Figure 4.12 (a) presents a sequence of 12 images taken from a longer movie of 
switching, again confirming that the islands are still ferroeletric. Nucleation and growth begins 
once more at the periphery, though proceeds at different rates perhaps related to simple 
heterogeneities in the spatial and energetic landscape for nucleation. The number of frames to 
initiate this OP domain switching has been mapped for each pixel in Figure 4.12 (b). Most 
domains have switched in just 3 frames for the left island; while half of the domains only started 
to switch after 10 frames for the right island. No obvious strain relief benefits are present in the 
images, as expected both because the films are somewhat strain relieved by in-plane domains 
already, and also because the mesas are rather large. This leads us to the exploration of finer 
island, with an area less than 1.5 µm
2
.  
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Figure 4.12. (a) PFM amplitude image sequences of OP switching under external voltage in 8 µm x 8 µm area. 
(b) Imaging frames taken for the first domain switching at each pixel. 
4.5 Piezoelectric Enhancement on Edges 
Previous report of the antennae structure enjoys an improvement at the edges due to strain 
relief[87]. This fact has also been approved on PZT thin films. A ~1 um
2
 island with almost 
complete strain relief has been examined via PFM, OP amplitude signal was recorded in Figure 
4.13 (a). It illustrates a strong enhancement of piezo response on four edges, compared with the 
rest of this isolated nano island. The edges are the most unclamped area, while the center area 
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has the least strain relief. This is remarkable given the fact that piezo response has been studied 
many times, but no direct amplitude enhancement has been mentioned.  
 
Figure 4.13. PFM amplitude image showing the enhancement on the edges in the 1.4 µm x1.4 µm region (a); 
3d montage (b) of amplitude image (a) superimposed on a 3-dimensional depiction of the topographic height. 
The size of the finest island structure can be as small as 0.16 µm
2
 via this technique. Figure 4.14 
illustrates a 400 nm x 400 nm nano island with a strong proper ferroelectric response.  
 
Figure 4.14. Deflection (a), OP amplitude (b) and IP amplitude (c) for PZT nano island. 
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4.6 Nine Mesas Switching with Various Strain Relief 
For the PZT/SrRuO3/GdScO3 thin film, in the absence of in-plane domains the in-plain strain can 
be calculated based on mismatches in the lattice parameters between the film and substrate. The 
lattice parameter for GSO is 3.968Å, for the intervening thin back electrode SRO is 3.93Å, and 
for PZT is 4.036 Å as shown in Figure 4.15 (assuming SrRuO3 and GdScO3 are elastically 
isotropic). Thus the film inherently experiences a large tensile strain from the substrate clamping, 
which is partially relaxed by the formation of in-plane domains. By applying the nano-sculpting 
approach, further strain relaxation can take place causing local changes in the piezoelectric and 
ferroelectric properties.  
ɛ
𝑥𝑦=
𝑎𝐺𝑆𝑂−𝑎𝑆𝑅𝑂
𝑎𝐺𝑆𝑂
=
3.968Å−3.93Å
3.968Å
=0.96%
          (10) 
 
Figure 4.15. Lattice parameters in the bulk state for materials relevant to this work (top), with sketches of 
films grown in compression (left) or tension (right) when deposited epitaxially on substrates with smaller or 
larger lattice parameters, respectively. 
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To illustrate this theory, we can relate the strain with trench depth by creating a nine-island tic-
tac toe shape with ranges of trench depths in 5 µm x 5 µm area in Figure 4.16. Each trench in 
different depths is realized by applying 9 V of set point with different milling time. 
 
Figure 4.16. 3d topographic AFM image of 9 islands in PZT (90 nm) thin film after milling. 
Therefore, nine isolated mesas with approximately the same size have been named from A to I 
according to the trench depth in Figure 4.17 (a). Figure (b) shows that mesa A has the smallest 
trench relief depth; B has medium relief depth, while mesa C has been relieved the most in the 
top row mesa. This is also true for mesa D, E, F as well as G, H and I. In addition, the mesas in 
the middle row D, E and F is slightly more relaxed than A, B and C respectively. Moreover, 
mesa G, H and I relieved more than D, E and F respectively. Upon applying external negative 
voltage on the nine mesas, we can monitor the out-of-plane switching for each mesa in Figure 
4.17 (c). -1 Vdc was applied as an initial voltage in frame 4, some OP domain orientations has 
been reversed in mesa A at first place, no obvious switching event has occurred in other mesas. 
Mesa D began to switch in Frame 5; followed by mesa G with increasing voltage. Mesa with 
higher strain relief such as C, E tend to switch later time, followed by F and H. Mesa H is the last 
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one to complete switching as mesa I didn’t switch possibly due to the trench depth is too deep 
that electrode layer has been removed around that area.   
 
Figure 4.17. AFM height image for 9 mesas (a); trench relief depth for each mesa (b); switching progress for 
each mesa (c). 
To analyze the switching behavior under different strain-relieving circumstances, the activation 
switching energy was calculated. Although it looks straightforward to determine the first frame 
to switch, a range of biases and switching durations is required to switch an entire region. In this 
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way, we consider that the poling energy of each single pixel can be proportional to the applied 
power*time. In PFM switching it is very complicated as the total energy during poling can 
integrate over all imaging conditions (DC, AC, linear ramp, or nonlinear ramp). Here we come 
up with the equations below:  
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 = 𝐼𝑉 =
𝑉2
𝑅
                                                                (11) 
𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 = 𝑃 ∗ 𝑡𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑑 =
𝑉2
𝑅
∗ 𝑡𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑑                              (12) 
Non-linear bias/time conditions can thus be determined. By tracking the activation energy to 
switch the first domain pixel by pixel, a map of cumulative switching energy was shown in 
Figure 4.18 (a).  
 
Figure 4.18. Switching energy required for each pixel (a); plot of the switching energy vs trench depth (b). 
Notice that the trenches around some islands only need less than 0.05 eV to switch, as thinner 
layers tend to switch faster. For mesa A D and G, switching voltage of first domain ranges from 
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0.05 to 0.25 eV, the average energy required is ~0.15 eV. While for more strain relieved mesa B, 
C, and E, the switching energy varies from 0.2 to 0.35 eV.  Mesa F and I require more than 0.4 
eV to complete the switching process. Also continuous film at the edges of the image switches as 
low as ~0.15 eV. This fact may indicate that the more topographically relaxed of the mesa, the 
higher energy is required to switch. Figure 4.18 (b) presents mesas with ~125 nm topographic 
relief take ~ 30% more energy to switch than mesas with 50-80 nm relief. Thus, the switching 
energy depends on the strain relief. 
4.7 Switching Dynamics after Nano-sculpting 
To understand the mechanism, we can zoom in to one single mesa and carefully study the mesa 
switching dynamics shown in Figure 4.19. The amplitudes image at 0 Vdc represents domain 
configuration before switching; no a-domain creation has been observed during switching 
according to Figure 4.19 (a). Topography has not been changed either upon voltage applied in 
Figure 4.19 (b) confirming no apparent accumulation of surface damage. Therefore, we can 
assume that a-domain creation is not as preferred in the mesa structure comparing to continuous 
film. In principle, tensile strain has been relived around the mesa feature; new a-domain thusly 
cannot be formed due to the change of mechanical strain.  
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Figure 4.19. AFM amplitude images of mesa switching process under voltages (a); Topographic images before 
and after switching (b). 
Hence, c-domain 180° degree switching in mesa structure was dominating during switching 
behavior. The increment in the electrostatic energy of the domain upon bias can be calculated as 
−∫ ?⃗? 
?⃗? 
0
d?⃗? ≈ −?⃗? ∙ ?⃗?  ,                            (13) 
where ?⃗?  is the polarization and ?⃗?  is the electric filed[73]. Consequently, the energy barrier for 
the c-domain switching from as-grown state to the opposite polarized orientation along c-axis is : 
∆𝑈𝑐 = −𝑃𝑐 ∙ 𝑉/𝑑.                                   (14) 
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For different mesa structures above, the relaxation behavior is different as we designed. The 
mesa with higher trench depth would be more relaxed and experience higher polarization in c-
direction as discussed earlier. According to the equation ∆𝑈𝑐  above, switching energy barrier 
height for c-domain is proportional to the value of polarization. We can conclude that higher 
switching energy is required for more relaxed mesa.  
Via nano-sculpting technique, we can microfabricate fine sizes of mesas with ranges of 
topographic strain relief. By controlling the switching energy, each individual island can be 
switched accordingly. This interesting phenomenon sheds light on the future ferroelectric devices 
in realizing ferroelectric reading and writing with electrical-control.    
4.8 PZT Mesa without a-domains 
It is also critical to investigate the PZT thin films without 90° a-domain which is in different 
strain state. We studied the 30 nm PZT thin film grown on SrRuO3 electrode and buffered on 
SrTiO3 substrate with the same technique, and several mesas have been made with different sizes 
and different depth. The a lattice parameter for SrRuO3 is 3.93 Å and SrTiO3 is 3.905 Å, while 
PZT is 4.036 Å shown in Figure 4.15. Thus the first layers of PZT are deposited on a strained 
SRO layer[79].  
By calculating the total elastic strain, it’s compressive strain for the PZT/SrRuO3/SrTiO3 
heterostructure system with thicknesses less than 70 nm[88]. This PZT film with relative larger 
tetragonality compared to bulk value shows a fully polar-axis-oriented domain structure shown 
in Figure 4.20 [89].  
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Figure 4.20. Topographic image of PZT/SRO/STO thin film in 3 µm x 3µm size (a); OP amplitude signal (b); 
OP phase signal (c). 
The nanosculpting technique has been applied to fabricate four mesas with different trench depth 
in Figure 4.21. Four mesas have similar same sizes ~1 µm
2
, top two trenches are ~60 nm in 
depth, the bottom trench is ~90 nm; two left trenches are ~30 nm while the very right trench is as 
deep as 60 nm. At original state before milling process, the PZT thin film is highly strained in 
compression. Thus, the c-lattice parameter has been increased due to the tensile strain in z axis. 
By eliminating the surrounding materials of the mesas, the film has been unclamped and retains 
relaxation. Thus the ferroelectric properties can be refined as well.  
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Figure 4.21. AFM topographic image of the 4 mesas with milling trenches around. Top right and bottom 
histogram are cross sections for the corresponding trenches. 
Via applying external voltage to the four mesas, we can study the domain switching behavior of 
the mesas displayed in Figure 4.22. Domains on each mesa all show a strip shape at initial state 
with -0.6 Vdc and 3Vpp AC bias, domain growth is dominated during the switching process. As 
the voltage increased up to -1.3 Vdc, the switching process has been completed as all domains 
are oriented at the same direction [001] or [00-1].   
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Figure 4.22. PFM amplitude images upon increasing voltage magnitude for 4 partially strain-relieved mesas. 
By tracking ferroelectric domain switching pixel by pixel, Figure 4.23 depicts a map of the 
switching orders for all 4 mesas. It shows the switching progress as the edges of mesas take only 
5-10 frames to switch while centered regions need to wait 15~20 frames to observe the 
occurrence of the first domain change. This phenomenon is crucial as the edges of mesas are 
mostly relaxed with c close to the bulk value. Therefore, we propose that in addition to 
enhancements in piezoelectric properties at strain-relieved feature edges, the coercive field can 
also be related engineered to the relaxation condition. 
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Figure 4.23. Number of frames for the first domain change per pixel (b). 
The cumulative switching energy has also been considered in Figure 4.24 (b), demonstrating that 
the activation energy for mesas with topographic relief in this no a-domain PZT film. The 
average switching energy at the edges for each mesa is ~ 0.06 ev while the centered area requires 
~0.14 ev to switch. Again, it proves the edges require less energy to switch possibly due to 
higher density of nucleation and minimal damage during the milling progress. 
More studies needed to investigate the properties of switching dynamics of nano PZT mesas with 
no a-domain such as dislocation investigated by TEM. More information will be discussed in the 
Future Work Chapter.  
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Figure 4.24. AFM topographic image of 4 mesas (a), switching energy barrier needed for each pixel in all 
mesas (b). 
4.9 Summary 
We present a unique technique to pattern ferroeletric sample with less damage compared with 
Focused Ion Beam method: Nano-Sculpting. This approach to fabricate micro-structured PZT 
mesa does not introduce remarkable change to topography or as-grown a-domain configurations. 
No disturbance of ferroelectric domain switching process has been detected. Via Nano-Sculpting, 
in-plane tensile strain has been partially relieved leading to an enhancement in the ferroelectric 
polarization.   
In addition, we have shown the switching dynamics for several different domain structures. More 
strain-relieved mesas with enhanced piezoelectric properties exhibit a higher activation switching 
energy than the more highly clamped adjacent continuous film. Our study of ferroelectric and 
ferroelastic switching in variously microstructured strained PZT thereby allows novel 
investigations into their enhanced ferroelectric properties and the switching behavior of 
nanodomains.   
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Chapter 5 Geometrically Strain-Relieved 
PMN-PT thin films  
5.1 PMN-PT Normal Enhancement 
Lateral subdivision of piezoelectric thin films improves functional properties such as 
piezoelectric constant and dielectric response through declamping of the substrate –film stress[87, 
90]. This chapter presents the measurement of d33 along patterned PMN-PT with various strip 
structures via two characterization methods. Piezoresponse force microscopy indicates the local 
piezoelectric strain; while X-ray diffraction shows the intrinsic piezoelectric property. These 
results shed light on the functionality due to declamping in piezoelectric materials.  
Piezoelectric response with high resolution was realized by Piezo Force Microscope (PFM). The 
patterned structures were imaged in contact mode with applied forces of approximately 286 nN. 
The conductive diamond probe (CDT-FMR) was grounded while the bottom electrode was 
biased for piezoactuation at small voltage. In order to minimize error signal, the acquired signal 
was calibrated by a quartz crystal with a known d33 coefficient of 700 pm/V, indicating a 
calibration factor of ~ 5x to the detected response. 
In this measurement, we carefully studied the PMN-PT arms with width of 2 µm, 1 µm and 0.75 
µm which are the narrowest and may exhibit the strongest strain relief. Before the measurement, 
a poling prodcedure of +5 Volts (DC) for 15 minutes and 40 minutes of room temperature aging 
was performed to prevent back switching. During scanning, a DC bias was applied to the bottom 
electrode with AC signal of 0.8 Vpeak-to-peak at resonant frequency of ~500 kHz. To characterize 
d33, the piezoelectric strain was achieved via DC offsets ranging from 0.4 to 1.5V. Leveraging 
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multi-parametric concepts reported previously[91], the DC bias was increased by 100 mV and 
PFM signal recorded by consecutive image frames of the same area. There was spatial drift 
during scanning which was less than 35 nm in overall images which was corrected afterwards by 
shifting to align topographic features.  
Obtained data for all 3 mesas was demonstrated here in Figure 5.1, topography (top row) as well 
as piezo response image at selected DC bias conditions (bottom rows). The PFM response relies 
on the external voltage with clearly resolved individual grains. We also notice that the signal has 
been enhanced as AFM tip fall off the sidewalls causing by the changes of the contact area. 
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Figure 5.1. Topography, deflection and piezoresponse (amplitude) maps, with DC biasing of 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5 
V.   
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The intrinsic d33 coefficients can be calculated pixel by pixel via extrapolating the achieved d33 
signal at corresponding DC offset back to 0 V. This approach is to prevent the possibility of 
back-poling of actual 0 DC measurements. As the voltage is increased from +0.4V to +1.5V, the 
piezo response is linear with a fitting parameter of 0.99, along with the calculation of the 
standard deviation of error. Figure 5.2 depicts the results of extracted d33 with resolved d33 
coefficient for the 3 mesas in the top row and standard deviation error for d33 displayed in the 
bottom. All maps reveal the arm geometry dependence of piezoelectric coefficient pixel with 
~256 x 256 pixel resolutions at the same color contrast.  
 
Figure 5.2. Maps of the calculated d33 coefficients at 0 bias (top row), and the negligible standard deviation of 
error for d33 (base, displayed with a 5x enhancement in the contrast scale), for microfabricated 2 um, 1 um, 
and 0.75 um arms. 
The spatial map in Figure 5.2 is suggesting that regions with strain-relieved piezoactuation 
enhancements would likely have finer grains, a higher degree of texture, or even epitaxy for 
greater spatial uniformity. Accordingly, the mean, and the peak (optimized), d33 coefficients 
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determined along the y axis of the images in Figure 5.2 are displayed in Figure 5.3 for all three 
microstructured arms. 
 
Figure 5.3. Intrinsic d33 coefficients across 3 microfabricated feature dimensions (left axes), overlapped with 
topography (right axes), for the (a) mean value with standard deviation error bars superimposed, and (b) for 
the peak values (not greater d33 scale). 
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For the 2 µm arm structure, the PMN-PT film exhibits an intrinsic d33 coefficient of ~40 pm/V in 
the center and 80 pm/V peak value near the sidewalls. This enhancement of d33 at the edges 
supports the hypothesis that the sidewalls of the 2 µm arm are declamped, relieving substrate-
induced strain[92], as compared to the still-clamped center of the 2 µm or larger arms. This 
extends spatially over a range of approximately 600 nm, suggesting that arms narrower than 1.2 
µm should benefit from at least partial declamping throughout. This is confirmed by laterally 
uniform mean and peak d33 values across the 1 µm and especially 0.75 µm arm structures. Their 
average peak d33 coefficients are approximately 80 pm/V and 90 pm/V, respectively. 
Qualitatively, these results are equivalent to beam line diffraction data on identical 
specimens[93]. Ongoing work aims to identify if still smaller features will exhibit further 
enhanced d33 coefficients, and whether such declamping will influence domain polarization 
dynamics and stability[34].    
5.2 Frequency Dependence 
As d33 mapping involves the contact resonance tracking to achieve precise results, the signal can 
vary with texture, contact area between tip and sample, contact force, and other parameters[94, 
95]. To measure the d33, the contact resonance remains unchanged during scanning to perform a 
rather simple measurement at single frequency which can drive the piezo response reasonably as 
described earlier. To inspect the relation between PFM response and resonant frequency, an 
example of consecutive images acquired with the same AC bias and sequentially incremented 
frequencies is displayed in Figure 5.4.  
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Figure 5.4. Montage of 26 piezoresponse amplitude images acquired with distinct excitation conditions. 
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By tracking the amplitude response pixel by pixel, as was analyzed with Figure 5.2, the 
maximum amplitude as well as the corresponding contact resonance frequency can be resolved 
in Figure 5.5. As shown, the response is uniform in general, with a few exceptions of individual 
grains. In addition, the signal is affected when the tip ‘falls off’ of the sidewalls of the 
microfabricated structures. Of course these areas are clearly distinguished in the topography, and 
the frequency response. Thus, it is generally sufficient, and extremely convenient, to employ 
single-frequency imaging for measurements such as in Figures 5.1-5.3. This approach also offers 
the great advantage that all 3 features can be investigated in one imaging session allowing a more 
precise direct comparison of their independent results. 
 
Figure 5.5. Calculated contact resonance frequency (a), peak piezoresponse magnitude (b) and topography 
image (c). 
5.3 XRD 
The local piezoelectric coefficient of patterned features was also explored by X-ray diffraction 
on mesas ranging from 9 µm to 0.75 µm by R. Keech from Pennsylvania State University. d33 
can be calculated from the linear fit of strain in d-spacing of the PMN-PT peak position as a 
function of electric field at each position on an arm. Figure 5.6 shows the field-induced shifts in 
{002 d-spacing (a) as well as the calculated intrinsic d33 (b). The lattice parameter in z axis near 
the edges is increased compared to the center region, indicating the relief of strain imposed by 
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the substrate, as reported by Bühlmann et al[96]. Furthermore, the high field intrinsic d33 was 
extracted from the fitting of strain vs. field along the position.  
 
Figure 5.6. PMN-PT d-spacing under increasing DC voltage as a function of position (a); the intrinsic d33 
coefficient as a function of position was calculated and shown in (b). 
(a) 
(b) 
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The piezoelectric response of PMN-PT film was declamped by using ion etching to form mesas. 
d33 was characterized by piezoresponse force microscopy and nanoprobe X-ray diffraction as a 
function of position. The piezoelectric coefficient was enhanced ~ 3 times at sidewall compared 
with clamped value. The edges enabled declamping width of 500-600 nm into the arm feature, 
thus arm structures with lateral dimension less than 1 µm would experience an entire 
enhancement along the arm. Observed enhancement in d33 via PFM was in strong agreement with 
data acquired from X-ray.  
5.4 PMN-PT In-Plane Enhancement 
5.4.1 IP Signal of 2 µm arm 
For the PMN-PT antennae structures, we can also measure In-Plane signals of the 2 µm arm 
structure to determine the lateral relaxation behavior. We recorded lateral signal at different 
alignment shown in Figure 5.7 by mounting the tip parallel to the antennae structures. A 1.4V 
AC peak to peak bias is applied at 965 kHz. Also, 0.8V of DC bias are superimposed to prevent 
ferroeletric back-switching of the PMN-PT film.  
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Figure 5.7. Height, deflection, Amplitude and Phase images of Normal and Lateral signals with the probe 
aligned parallel to the arm structures. 
The Normal signal represents d33 coefficient of PMN-PT materials along c-axis; while the lateral 
signal indicates the property of d15 transverse piezo constant. The lateral amplitude shows 
enhancement on both edges of the 2 µm structure and a minimum value around the center area. 
By combining the lateral phase image with black and white color contrast, we know that left and 
right side of the 2 µm feature have the opposite In-Plane orientations. To assure this, same 
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signals were recorded by rotating the sample to 90° and aligning the probe perpendicular to the 
sample shown in Figure 5.8. At this tip-sample configuration, lateral signal reveals the 
homogeneous orientation with evenly distributed nanodomains in the lateral amplitude image.  
 
Figure 5.8. Height, deflection, Amplitude and Phase images of Normal and Lateral signals when the probe 
aligned perpendicular to the arm structures. 
To confirm the lateral signal is not induced by the cantilever torsion when climbing the edges of 
the arm structure, we also imaged the signal when aligning the cantilever and 2 µm arm at 45° as 
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shown in Figure 5.9. The In-Plane phase signal still demonstrates a black and white (full phase 
shift) in-plane orientation change, while the amplitude signal clearly reveals that this occurs in 
the center of the structure. This similar response to Figure 5.7, but here with a geometrically 
asymmetric experimental configuration, confirms that these results are not an experimental 
artifact. 
  
Figure 5.9. Height, deflection, Amplitude and Phase images of Lateral signals when the probe aligned 45° to 
the arm structures. 
More information thus can be extracted by analyzing these signals pixel by pixel using MatLab 
code. Figure 5.10 displays the map of Out-of-Plane signal (Normal) with enhancement along 
edges of the feature in figure (b) as well as the In-Plane (Lateral) signal in (c) and (d).  Figure (a) 
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depicts a sketch of In-Plane domains orientations with 2 color contrast and cross section of 
topography in Z axis. When the probed aligned along the arm features, 90° signal along x axis 
was captured with either white or black phase contrast along x vector indicating left or right: 
pink (180°), or blue (0°) orientations; 0° signal along y axis with no signal.  
 
Figure 5.10. sketch of In-plane vectors along x, y axis (a); Oout-of-Plane PFM magnitude of the 2 µm arm 
along z axis (b); In-Plane PFM magnitude (c); In-Plane angles of orientations (d). 
By applying this scheme, In-plane magnitude can be described with edge enhancement of 
amplitude of 150 pm/V and a sharp dark line of 30 pm/V indicating almost no In-Plane 
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amplitude near the center of the microstructure. Two orientation angles resulted as well of 
approximately 0° (blue), and 180° (red) respectively. There are some domains with different 
color contrast which is believed to be due to topographic convolution at grain boundaries.    
Since we now know the OP and IP amplitude at x, y and z axis, the radial response R can be 
calculated as: 𝑅 = √𝑥2 + 𝑦2 + 𝑧2 shown in Figure 5.11 (b). Figure (a) demonstrates the map of 
radial response with edge enhancement of ~2x factor. The elevation angle between R and in 
plane specified as ψ is calculated in figure (c) revealing dominating 60°; it suggest OP magnitude 
is much stronger than the IP magnitude. There are some grains with -60° which is probably due 
to phase wrapping error. Azimuthal angle θ’ showed in Figure 5.11 (d) is also described as In-
Plane angle in Figure 5.10 (d).  
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Figure 5.11. Radial response of overall signals (a); (b) sketch of how radial amplitude and angle calculated (b); 
Elevation angle ψ (c); Azimuthal angle θ’ (d).   
By analyzing cross-section values along the arm features, plots of radial amplitude can be 
extracted in Figure 5.12 (a) and (b). Figure (a) shows the cross-section of amplitude in x, y, z and 
R vector. The mean amplitude of r vector (Vr) in green line and of z vector (Vz) in purple line 
has similar shape with slightly higher magnitude because the amplitude of Vr is a calculation of 
Vz, Vx and Vy. Amplitude of Vy is nearly a straight line suggesting equal signal along y axis. 
Topography in blue has also been superimposed to demonstrate the position of on-arm and off-
walls. If we only consider the magnitude of Vx disregarding the orientations, a “V” shape orange 
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line has been plotted in Figure 5.12 (b) showing a minimum value in the center and maximum 
signals at edges which are similar to the trend of Vertical signal (Vz). The interesting fact of 
linear increase of magnitude from center to edges which is unlike Out-of-Plane signal with a “U” 
shape may give rise to the lateral signal behaving like a thermal expansion coefficient. In other 
words, the IP signal is gradually increasing along the edges. The In-Plane signal of individual 
grains orients antiparallel to each other at left and right edges. Visually combining all of this data, 
(c) presents the topography of the 2 µm arm with a 3-d perspective, and superimposes a sparse 
array of blue vectors with magnitude and direction indicating the strength and 3-dimensional 
orientation of the local piezoresponse.  
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Figure 5.12. piezoresponse of all vectors (a); magnitude of in-pane x vector (b); sparse radical response (c). 
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A two-dimensional version of Figure 5.12 (c) is displayed in Figure 5.13 (a). If we extract the 
cross-section signal along the purple dotted line, i.e. the XZ plane, the mean piezo response is 
reported in Figure 5.13 (b). Again, there are stronger peaks at both edges of the arm as compared 
to the center, vectored away from the center of the microstructure. Little signal is detected off the 
wall since there is no electrode. The same scheme has been applied for (c) to analyze the signal 
along the YZ plane as well (red dashed line). Since the microstructural feature extends 
indefinitely in the y direction, and any strain relief (or not) is uniform along y since the distance 
from the strain-relieving free edge is fixed, there is no notable piezo-enhancement. 
 
Figure 5.13. sparse of IP Piezo response quivers (a); cross section of the piezo response in XZ plane (b); piezo 
response in YZ plane (c).   
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5.4.2 4 µm Structure signal 
A primary concern for PFM measurements of microstructures with such an experimental 
configuration is that the lateral signal may relate to cantilever torsion due to the vertical film 
contraction or expansion upon applied biasing. To eliminate this influence, a wider 4 µm-arm 
structure was investigated at its end, which hypothetically should reveal both x and y vectored 
piezoelectric enhancements. By aligning the probe horizontally to the structure as discussed 
earlier, we recorded the lateral and normal signal in perpendicular directions as shown in Figure 
5.14. Once again, there is a strong In-Plane signal with 180° phase contrast.  
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Figure 5.14. Height, deflection, Amplitude and Phase images of Lateral signals when the probe aligned 0° to 
the arm structures. 
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Perpendicular alignment is also shown here in Figure 5.15 with no significant phase contrast 
suggesting the same In-Plane orientation as 2 µm mesa. The experiment frequency is 933 kHz 
for Lateral measurement and 486 kHz for normal signal with 0.9 V DC signal superimposed on 
1.8 V AC (peak to peak). Therefore, two antiparallel IP orientations can be determined as shown 
in Figure 5.10 (d).  
 
Figure 5.15. Height, deflection, Amplitude and Phase images of Lateral signals when the probe aligned 90° to 
the arm structures. 
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The radial response has been mapped in Figure 5.16 (a) of fine resolved grains with different 
piezo response. This 4 µm structure with 3 relaxed edges generates more freedom to piezo 
excitation giving that the signal at all edges are increased by ~250 pm/V compared to the central 
(most strained) region. Furthermore, the highest amplitude response up to 400 pm/V is located at 
the upper corners of the microstructure, as these locations experience strain relaxation along both 
x and y axes. This is clearly identified in Figure 5.16 (b), which again depicts the In-Plane signal 
as blue vectors superimposed on the mesa topography. As before, the local piezoresponse, and 
hence the corresponding quivers for visualizing this signal, are aligned away from the center of 
the structure.  
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Figure 5.16. Radial response of the 4 µm arm (a), and sparse In-plane piezo response quivers (b). 
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The mean cross section of topography and piezo response magnitude, for xy, xz and yz planes, is 
plotted in Figure 5.17. The magnitude of normal signal in yz plane (purple line) and radial 
response in xz plane (yellow line) are close with peaks at both ends and a long base line in the 
center forming a wide “U” shape. The peak signals are 600nm away from mesa walls and the 
baseline is thus ~2.8 µm in width. The piezoelectric enhancement factor is 2x, consistent with the 
prior results. 
 
Figure 5.17. Mean magnitude of piezo response in xy, xz and yz planes as well as topographic information.  
If the film experience a surface height change in normal direction which is generated by voltage, 
possible lateral cantilever torsion may be provoked as a result with same shape of OP strain 
cupping effect shown in Figure 5.18. The orange sketch in this figure represents the OP pfm 
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signal with strong enhancement at both edges. Therefore, a cupping effect occurs when the probe 
scanned at the left edge experiencing a vertical surface displacement and bend to the left side 
with external voltage; the probe would bend accordingly to the right side when scanning at right 
edge. Along the centered region with no apparent surface change, the probe would scan parallel 
to the surface. This signal due to cupping effect would be strongly identical to the topographic 
change, i.e. the OP pfm signal. 
The acquired lateral signal in xy plane however has a sharp “V” shape with a minimum value 
near the center region and gradual increment along the width of the mesa in both left and right 
directions which is dramatically different from the normal data. Hence, this lateral signal is not 
induced by the cupping effect of OP signal.  
 
Figure 5.18. Cupping effect when tip scan along the arm. 
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5.5 Nano-sculpting on PMN-PT Film 
PMN-PT film shows piezoelectric response strongly depending on mesa size or the ratio of 
lateral dimension and thickness which is related to strain behavior. Hence we propose a further 
procedure via controlling the degree of declamping to influence d33 coefficients and possibly 
also domain dynamics. Here we employ the nano-sculpting technique to machine mesas of 
approximately same size with different strain relief, i.e. different depth of trenches around the 
mesas. We fabricate three mesas centered on the 100 um sized “bulk” like PMN-PT film shown 
in Figure 5.19; white blank regions were PMN-PT that was removed in this manner while other 
remains remain unchanged.       
 
Figure 5.19. Cross-section sketch of PMN-PT films after nano-sculpting. 
Figure 5.20 displays the AFM topographic image of 3 such mesas with similar sizes at the top. 
The trench depth is 200 nm, 280 nm, and 450 nm from left to right at the bottom image. The 
desired mesa size is ~ 1.5 µm x 0.8 µm; though the extensive milling necessary for deeper 
trenching caused the more-exposed mesas at right to be slightly smaller than the mesas at left. In 
terms of strain, the left mesa has the least strain relief; meanwhile the mesa on the right 
experiences the highest degree of substrate declamping.   
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Figure 5.20. AFM topography (top) and trench depths of mesas in cross-section (Bottom). 
By applying 1.2 Vpp AC plus 0.6 V DC to the bottom electrode and floating the conductive 
diamond coated AFM probe acting as the top electrode, the PFM normal amplitude was recorded 
at 439 kHz. Figure 5.21 presents the resulting normal piezo-amplitude superimposed on the 
height of the successively more strain-relieved mesas. The amplitude for the most relieved mesa, 
at right, is as high as 120 mV while the other two mesas are ~ 90 mV. This significant result 
corresponds to our hypothesis that strain engineering by AFM based nanosculpting may control 
the local piezo response.  
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Figure 5.21. 3D Image of PFM amplitude superimposed on Height of 3 mesas. 
To quantify the intrinsic d33 (at 0 V DC bias), we use the same pixel by pixel approach as 
described earlier to map out the piezo response. A DC voltage sweep is thus applied to the three 
mesas, ranging from 0.6 V to 1.5 V in multiple consecutive images, while measure the OP 
amplitude in Figure 5.22. As expected, the mesa at right always exhibits the strongest signal. 
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Figure 5.22. Height information (a), consecutive amplitude images from 0.6 V to 1.2 V. 
Cross sections of this data, only DC voltages of 0.6 V, 0.8 V, 1 V and 1.2 V for simplicity, yield 
Figure 5.23 which clearly confirms the expected behavior. Topographic information in grey 
dashed line is shown in this figure as well to indicate the position of mesas.  
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Figure 5.23. Average amplitude with selected DC voltages superimposed with topography. 
With the application of MatLab code, the intercept of d33 (0 V) can be extrapolated pixel by 
pixel in Figure 5.24 (b), again figure (a) shows the topography. By extracting the peak and mean 
value of d33 from the red dashed boxes in the map, a plot of d33 at 0 V with error for 3 mesas is 
depicted in Figure 5.24 (c). d33 for the mesa on the left is ~ 100 pm/V for the mean value and ~ 
140 pm/V of the peak signal; ~ 150 pm/V and ~190pm/V for the right mesa which is 1.5x 
enhanced. Thus, we can confirm that more strain relief leads to a stronger piezoelectric response.   
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Figure 5.24. Topography (a); calculated map of d33 at 0 V (b); and plot of mean and peak d33 (c) only for the 
mesas (signals at trenches are removed for clarity).   
5.6 Summary 
This chapter describes the Out-of-Plane enhancement of microfabricated structures of PMN-PT 
measured by PFM. Piezoelectric coefficient d33 has been mapped for 2, 1 and 0.75 µm arm 
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features respectively pixel by pixel. By plotting the mean and peak d33 signal, 2 µm feature 
shows an enhancement at both edges of the arm with the enhancement range ~600 nm. d33 for 1 
um arm has been improved across the entire arm and is higher than d33 for 2 um arm.  0.75 µm 
which is the narrowest structure has the most enhanced d33 value. Therefore, Out-of-Plane 
piezoelectric property can be improved by reducing size. XRD data with similar results confirms 
our PFM data. 
As hypothesized, the In-Plane Piezoelectric property has also been enhanced due to geometric 
strain relief. By implementing nano-sculpting, patterned structures at the nanoscale can thus be 
fabricated with various strain-relieved conditions, which controls the extent of piezoelectric 
enhancement as well. Such unique OP and IP piezoelectric property investigations demonstrate 
the dependence of functional properties on local declamping, with implications for optimizing 
future piezoelectonic devices such as piezotronics, MEMS and NEMS devices, and other 
microactuators.  
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Chapter 6 Future Work 
Several additional studies to further this research are proposed based on the results throughout 
the entire dissertation: 
1. We have investigated the switching dynamics of PZT thin films with a-domains after 
strain relief via nano-sculpting technique. Thus the ferroelectic and ferroelastic switching 
of BiFeO3 thin films can be studied as the next step due to its multiferroic properties and 
coupled magnetic switching to optimize future magnetoelectronics devices[72]. By 
detecting the OP and IP signal, the switching path of nanoscale BFO mesa can be 
determined and compared with continuous film. By relaxing the mesa, switching steps 
could be possibly alternated as a result of switching energy change. And since the mesa is 
isolated from adjacent domains, the switching process would be more stabilized without 
any back-switching. To obtain these results, PFM can be utilized to monitor the switching 
dynamics path before and after nano-sculpting for comparison by recording the OP and 
IP signals. In addition, ferroelectric hysteresis loop can be mapped before and after to 
compare the coercive voltages.  
2. Dislocations might be introduced into the ferroelectric mesa during the milling process. 
Though AFM is not capable of detecting such damage, High-Resolution TEM can be 
utilized in the future to study the cross section of the fabricated mesas. The existence and 
influence of any microcracks, dislocation networks, or other microstructural defects could 
then be revealed by comparing TEM and AFM based measurements for nano-sculpted 
regions and adjacent, unmodified, continuous thin films.  
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3. We can fabricate ferroelectric mesas at small length scales as described in the thesis. 
However, the sizes and side-wall angles are strongly dependent on the geometry of the 
sculpting probe. The probe employed in these experiments has a tip radius ~100 nm, and 
a conical half-angle of ~15°. To achieve mesas at much smaller scales in the future, we 
can customize the probe shape into a columnar structure instead of a pyramid. The  tip 
radius can be reduced to several nanometers as well. Therefore, mesas with different 
geometries can be obtained by this technique which would be expected to yield even 
more significant piezoelectric and ferroelectric enhancements  due to the controllable 
feature aspect ratio. Crucially, such patterning down to a few nanometers is feasible 
which FIB cannot achieve due to widely demonstrated ion beam damage. Moreover, 
many functional properties such as ferroelectricity, magnetism, and thermal coefficients 
can be measured to assess and further refine the property enhancements that result from 
such micro/nano fabrication.  
4. Since we report the piezoelectric coefficient can be controlled by strain relief conditions, 
another approach is to measure the electrical conductivity of ferroelectric mesa domain 
walls. Some paper have shown the conductivity of domain walls in BFO[97, 98], it is 
critical to reveal and understand the charge distribution of the domain wall on the film 
surface as well as the electrical properties along the edges. For many future ferroic 
devices, the focus of functionality can be on the domain walls rather than the domains. 
By controlling the location of domain walls with electric voltage, device conductance can 
be modified to achieve nanoscale functionalities.  
Overall, in this dissertation I have demonstrated the use of AFM to measure and manipulate the 
piezoelectronic properties and domain dynamics of ferroelectric thin films. Accordingly, we can 
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engineer ferroelectric mesas with distinct patterns to achieve desired properties. Furthermore, 
such work can help to address some of the many remaining questions in the ferroeletrics field. 
These include how reducing sizes affects the functional properties, how this may influence 
device reliability, etc. The drawbacks of the nano-sculpting technique must be studied as well. 
To resolve these questions, variations of Atomic Force Microscopy are an ideal approach, 
especially when combined with other tools and modelling as exemplified by the work here on 
enhanced piezoelectricity for microstructured films. In the future, ferroeletric and ferroelastic 
switching needs to be better understood with various strain relief conditions and mesa sizes that 
we can control. Functional properties relying on domain walls are also essential to understand 
and leverage, by uniquely tracking their location as demonstrated herein, as well as any resulting 
electrical responses especially in terms of useful conductivity mechanisms at certain domain 
walls. These insights into ferroelectric microstructures can lead to improving the performance, as 
well as new designs, of future electronic devices. 
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Chapter 7 Conclusions 
This dissertation investigates piezoelectric properties and ferroelectric switching dynamics for 
PZT and PMN-PT thin films with engineered strain and strain relief.  
Chapter 1 provides a general introduction about piezoelectric properties and ferroelectric 
domains, and their detection especially at the nanoscale primarily using Piezo Force Microscopy 
(PFM). Chapter 2 presented details for how piezo force microscopy (PFM) is specifically used in 
the NanoMeasurement Labs to map domains, both out of plane and in plane, simultaneously.  
Chapter 3 presents investigations of out-of-plane and in-plane ferroelctric domain configurations 
for relaxed PZT thin films which exhibit patterns of 90° domains. Domain switching dynamics 
were observed step by step in the continuous film, both using standard PFM methods and even 
by tracking topography changes. 
Chapter 4 extends such studies, but for films with strain relief via geometric microstructuring. 
This is achieved by nano-sculpting trenches in the continuous film to isolate mesas of PZT. One 
concern may be that this process will damage the specimen, but ferroelectric properties for 
nanostructured mesas are confirmed to be equivalent to continuous thin films. In addition, the 
switching dynamics of ferroelectric mesas with various strain relief were studied. 
Furthermore, piezoelectric coefficients have been measured by PFM as well as XRD on 
patterned PMN-PT thin films with different arm widths in chapter 5. In-plane PFM signal of the 
arm structures have also been reported. A higher piezo coefficient has been observed on the 
sidewalls of arm features suggesting that partially strain relieved regions would experience high 
piezo coefficient. Moreover, the nano-sculpting technique was also applied on the PMN-PT film 
to fabricate mesas with different strain conditions and d33 was also measured by PFM in chapter 
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5. By controlling the sizes and strain-relief status of the PMN-PT thin films, piezoelectric 
properties have been investigated related to the extent of film declamping.  
Ultimately this work demonstrates that novel tools based on AFM, especially nanosculpting as 
well as simultaneous OP and IP PFM, are effective tools for investigating the piezoelectric 
properties of strained ferroelectrics that can ultimately be leveraged to optimize future memory 
devices.  
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